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RESILIENCE IN ADULT WOMEN STUDENTS:
FACILITATING ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AND PERSISTENCE
Cynthia Lake Howell
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Resilience theory applied to adult women students returning to college carries implications for the
academic achievement and persistence of this growing segment of the college student population. A
recent study identified the dispositional qualities that enabled adult women students to develop the
resilience to achieve academic success in higher education as well as the participants' perceptions of the
processes necessary to develop those qualities. The implications of the study focused on the facilitation
of student responsibility for academic achievement and persistence in relation to institutional retention
Walk into a college or university classroom
almost anywhere in the United States today, and
you'll probably see at least a few students in their
thirties or forties seated among younger ones.
Adult students, those 25 and older, have been an
increasing presence on college and university
campuses since the 1970s. In 1998, adult
students comprised 42% of total higher education
enrollment; projections to the year 2010 predict
an increase of 11% to 6.8 million adult students
(NCES, 2000). Many adults of the "baby boom"
generation, those born between 1946 and 1964,
delayed postsecondary education until adulthood
when increased competition in the workforce,
increasing technology, and greater economic and
social instability compelled them to seek higher
education (Cross, 1981; Daloz, 1999; Merriam &
Caffarella, 1999). As the perception that only
young people go to college diminishes and the
concept of life-long learning gains acceptance,
adults will continue to be a significant proportion
of the college student population.
Of all adult students in higher education,
women constitute the fastest growing segment
(Daloz, 1999; Harris & Brooks, 1998; Mercer,
1993), reflecting the cultural changes in
American society over the past three decades as
opportunities for women have expanded. The
number of all women in higher education first
exceeded that of men in 1979 (NCES, 2000), and
by 2010 their enrollment is projected to increase
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to 10.2 million, resulting in women constituting
58% of total college enrollment (NCES, 2000).
Adult women students in particular, those 25 and
older, are expected to comprise 24.3% of total
enrollment (NCES, 2000).
Consistent with recommendations for
contextual resilience research (Dyer & McGuin
ness, 1996; Luthar & Cushing, 1999; Masten,
1999), a study conducted in 2002 focused on
adult women students in higher education in or
der to identify, describe, and analyze the factors
and processes contributing to resilience. In re
sponse to the challenge to "delineate how poten
tial assets or protective systems work for whom
under which conditions" (Masten, 1999, p. 291),
the study reported here focused specifically on
the development of resilience in adult women
students. The personal narratives of the partici
pants provided descriptions of the obstacles they
faced, the qualities they perceived themselves as
possessing or developing in order to overcome
those obstacles, and their perceptions of resil
ience.

RESILIENCE AS A RESPONSE TO
DISPOSITIONAL BARRIERS IN
ADULT WOMEN STUDENTS
Entering higher education certainly compels
women to take on significant risks. They must
often overcome unique personal and societal

